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4
R=Aiir7: "TiE CASE OP TPE,.UTCH COMPREHPSI7E SCFO(L`;

or -any years r.,k)liticians and educational researchers aol practitioner:

havc harborei'the belief that systematic researc'n and evaluation °tulles
q

will nro,ride a sound, scientific basis upon which to make lecisions abut

the usefulness of propose' educational prwrims. This belief began t.o receive

. (r.- icrable support in theUSA in the 71-1-196.-2s.

I

:.owered into an enormous evaluation r:,ovement and.s-lbse-juently into the

c--hasis upon policy research in many progrars in education aiminis,tration

rescarr_,h -,ethods. The initial period of emotional excitement about this

clding of resiarch to admin):strative and political decision making began to

f,ait as the realities of life in the schoolboardroom and the legislative

hail: ;,,,erame knom tot evaluators and policy researchers.

i.as 'ceeo:-e apparent that the. role of research'and evaluation has to be

redefined - that research, no matter how well conducted of clearly explaarAd,

oft= gets listorted, abused, or even ignored when fundamental, and often

far-reaching, decisions are made'. The policy research and evaluation

comm.inildos are now engaged in the .complex task of redefining their robe

and -ethods so as to maximize their (potential) impact.

In the Netherlands two far reaching education innovations started in the

157Cs:.the innovations of the primal'y school and the comprehensive school.

We will deal with the comprehensive school (Middenschool) only.

The innovational process and the role of educational research. in it was

partly based on the experience of others (Sweden, USA) and partly on a

different definition of the role of research and evaluation in the Dutch

educational innovation. Now that some time has passed, some questions can

be stated when comparing the situation in the USA and the Netherlands:

- the strategy for educational innovation in a more centralised system (in

the Netherlands)'

- the role of educ ational research/evaluation in educational innovation

- the impact of research in policy decision-making

- the strength and weakness of edvcati9nal research/evaluation.

This paper will explore the questions named-above in the context of

development of comprehensive schools and the role of research init.

5
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The schc!:%e of-the n;cer is az follows:
(.10,

1. a brief iescription of the develonr%ent of the Dutch r;omprehensive school

2. tg-,e eiu evaluation procecs-1.atiAal research and evaluation in the l

1
i. a propc:al for ',heimprovemenz of the impE7,71-t-o-r c,-ducatlonal research.

.
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1. A IdPIPF d)1,3cRIPTIO OF THE DEVELOPT:,ENT GP THE DUTCil C(7.11PR.7= :7rTTrnT,

1.1. A Si_71311-LRY OF THE POLITICAL DECISIONS

The cducation-seconiary school system in' the Netherland; is very seg=nted.

ere ire liffprent types of school, for genei'al education and for vocationt'

for different aptitudc_ls: of the'students.

Th-2 -7-octam the secondary education act of21968, rade sortre iwprovelentg

sohoo'systrm, for example lowrinj the thresholds between the different

the system as a whole remains th,e. same. .- ,
N...4,

:n "he late 1960c, early 1970s, there was a-great deaf of,2riticism on the

scury sonool,' from the art of -i-oitional tincericts anl

re:earch ind the labo'd.r unions. This criticism.wac based on research .e.:oorts

or. tnc participation of different socaal classes in education, .ideas

ornot.,rning e-7,1a1 opportunity, ideas concerning the lac,: of :otivation in
/

st.ients due to the curricula, ideas concerning the gap between what was

learned an schools and .what was going. on in society.

..olution to the problems wa to be, just as in other'countries'in Europe

(-like c,crin and Zwedn, where already a different secondary school .system

existed), the comprehensive school. When in 1974 the Netherlands got a central, .

\
loft government coalition (socialists and christian-democrats), this idea

fo.Ind a political basis. The Minister of Educaiion presented 'to Parliament

a discussion memorandum 'Contours Of future educ4ion.,in the Netherthnds'

which contained 441e mail principles for the comprehehsiye school.,

.namely,

- The choice of further study and career is postponed by three or four yedr's.-

Nowadays, in'the selective categorial educational syStem, childrengeneraly

have to choose at the age of 12 or 13,, which usually'has.radical consequences \
.

for,the rest of their lives. In the comprehensivesch.00l.the choice 'is

postponed until as close as possible to tneage of 15, 16.

- The efforts of the primary school tcl offer equal, i.e. optip4; Opportunities

' to all children for development must be continUed. It is 9pec4d that a

contribution can be made by reducing any disadvantages ep.vsedsby home

background and by the limitations.:of the traditiOnal.feMaIt role.

- The contents of the eduction grftted to 12 to 16 year olds must be

broadened. This can be achieved by Increasing the nuiiiberpf subjects and

I.
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o:fering oppQrtunities for amore balanced and less narrow levelopment of,

all the skins the hildren have. These explicitly include the6reative or

aristic, organisational and social skills.

- _table teaching and learning situations must be off.ered for individual

'ir,velopr,ent and the stimulation o,f social awareness.

than h_Vierto, education can eels people to-4top regarding soCiety and.

place ui it as a foregone concluikion, and to start !'ealizing that they

can lo sometning about it. 4
:s thcre was a lot of disagreement about tile idea behind the comprehensive

0: cutun
a

and. a co7nrehensive school system as. well, it was impossible to

a comr_renensIve edXation act at thP, same\time. Rut in the

It ls possible to carry out exper4.ments in education on the basis
r.

drecial act (The so called expel'i-entation.aet),enabling sch;o.is to try

-;," cation-1 :Ica: in practace. In this case -it means that comprehensive

cd-,.catlon is not,provideci by act .but as going to be the result 'Jr an

exper:menta*Dn process. On the basis of the experimentation act ..'phools can

be invoZvel in an educational change process, relatively outside the ordinary

school systerr. In 19:-- after a period of ten years of experimentitig 4th

(-,_,-prchensive education, there is to le an evaluation partly baspd o* results

of educational research and,evaluation. Pai.liament will then have to cicide

on' the legislative introduction of the comprehensive school.

In 1575 Parliament agreed on the development of comprehensive education

within the boundaries of the experimentation act, after the Minister of

Education had assured the opposing conservative party that 3i.n the experiment

attention would be paid not only to the question of how ta organize the

comprehensive school, but also to the question of social desirability and

educational realization (Leune, 1981, p. 381). In ft not much time is

spentin Parliament on discussing the main principles of the comprehensive

school and the goals of the experiment. No criteria were developed or

L

indicated on whi Parliament till be able to decide in 19,5. About one year

ai'Lcr the start the experiment in 1976, there was an ;change in the

.:overnment coalition from 'central-left to central-pht ,(christian-democrats

and conservatives). Theconsarvative Party was against the development of a

('omprjhensivc.school replacing the whole secondary educati6nal systIm and

was in favoikT of a more differentiated segmented school system for secondary

education. The conservative Minister of Educatio'd4 not actually stop the

8
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lelexporimental process but neither did he give it new impulses. lie did

withdraw'scmc funds whiiisul;ported the innovation' process (less money for

resoarch ani development). Furthermore,he wrotechis own discussionpaper for
. .

_Lu :re secondary education (1580) khicwh conflicted with the idea of

Lc.omprehens-:e education. He proposed to postpone the choice of further study

---.1 career by two year; (in different types of schoolin:) insteel of three

4

year': for the duration of the comprehensive school (in on2 type of

s,hooling) andie pleaded for more emphasis on the cognitive subject matters

w.::hin school education. Those in favour of the comprehensive school did not

with the proposal; therefore the discussion became :)olarized. But in

i. :-,:antir-e the development of the comprehensive school did not make much
4

Tro:rcss. there was again a Chaise `of government iitt.o a centralleft

,,oal.,tion, with the same Minister of Educati,on as foUr ye.ars earlier. Because

of the inotility of this government ( *ere is only a small, uncertain

L'ajority) the Minister -of Education wanted -Co secure the principles of the

ccmprchen:mive, school as soon as possible.. He published a new' proposal in last

Ji,nuary, again a discussion memoPalidum (Verder na.de bas ssc.hool, 1982).

.._'ter one year Of discussion a" preparatory act will be presented in 1983.

Then a period for experimentati'Nn /h a greater number of schools will be

'railable, preparing for a definite act. To make the proposal more acceptable

or the opposition in Parliament the heavy accent on individual enhancement

arilsocial awareness has been left out; even the name was changed from

compr.ehensive school into continued basic education for twelve to fifteqn

year olds.

. Asyoucan see the,.political scene has changed several times and with it the

po4itical decision making on innovations iRl the secondary school system.

This influenced the function and role of research in the innovation process.

Another boundary of educational research is set by the strategy used..0ge will

go into that in'more detail in the next paragraph.

,1.2. CHARAOWERISTICS OF THE STRATEGY

The comprehensivesdhool experiment 'started in.1975. The educationalistraT4y

Lhat was developed taking into consideration the disappoi ting results of the

so:-called R.D.D. strategy in educational innovation in t eq)ast (Lagerwey,

'1981). This time a Connection betwilen development in schools and *what was

'5
yd.
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,70in: on at a national level (Ministry) Wo uld not be neglectdd. The schools

rhould be the central focusing point of the whole change process. The N',in4ster

Thucation appointed an Innovatory Committee for, the Comprehensive School

Experiment (ICM), which had'ito advise him 9m the oxperimental prOcess, the

stratcy'of chapge, the support for the experiment, and so on. When the

ex:,erimental process started, only two schools where; fully ]nvolved, five
.

,sr.hools were partly involved. During the scholyear 1511-19P,2 eight schools

illy participate in the experimental process. In these schools the main

7rincioles of the comprehensive school mentioned above were supposed t get

car Crete fo2m by- curr2culum development and organization, of the school and

1(;arning slt,ation. The change processes in the schools were suppesel to be

sortei by professional deyelopment, i7iidance, counseling, educational

research, and So on. Furthermorea lot of"facilities were available ,-1.,,cThr the

schoelslinvolved in the experiment.1!the comprehensive school experiment note

aimed' ,t an educational innovation in separate schools, .but a

2-omprehensive school on a national level should 'be develop,pd. The results.of

the experimentat'ion process such as curricula and types of olzanitation, and

so on should be used on a national level, especially after passing. a

cor.,prohensive school act in Parliament. That means that the schools had to

, contribute to the establishment of comprehensive education on a national

level, by departing in the experimentation process fromhe same principles

.b;,- reporting on their experiencs in their schools, by their products from
.

the developmental process, which can be implemented in other schools and so

on.

But it did not secceedp.the experiment was isolated in the secondary school

system and contribution to the ,change on the national level remained small.

We give a short; description of the present, situation (Creemers en de Vries,
.

11981).

The developmental construction of comprehensive education alls-for a Lot

of energy and money. Each school has to makets own curriculum program, and'

also provide for its own develOpment process,oand so on.

That entr.gy, that money is t?ght. Schools beneimit too little from each

other's experience, each school has its own development.

The participants in the experiment schools, parents and children have

too little certainty about the results of the developmental construction

wi.thimthe school. It depends, too much cp incidents without systematization

41
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of experience qnd increase of ed cational knowhow.

This leads to casuistry. The xperiences and results 'are herd to ,generalize

or to systematize. It is impos ible to.draw conclusions concerning all the
.

schools, and from .individual s hooLs to the national level and so on. Every

time you have Ito look at an individual school, ;at the s'dtuation,in that
.

unique School; ;you do not know what.to take of it, what is worthwhile.

his mean:.:, that_in the future other schools INt.11 not be able to take

aivantage of the results, products and experj_ences of the schools involved
A

in the experiment./They are uncertain, too, about the results, about what

will happen in their schools whei they start the experiment.
J

In our opinion there is progress in the schools but it was hard viork, it

took a, lot of money and dedication oVeoele. There was nO or little

. progress ona national level, because it is uncertain whether or not the

developments in different schools. (only a few). will/go into ths,direction

of the construction of comprehensive education. Eurthermore it is very

uncertain wilethep other schools,. which don't have the sane conditions, which

do nol- have extra money and expertise can turn into the sa me comprehensive school

as these schools. Therefore the innovation process cannot be'implementei in

k

other schools and only some of its products can be implemented. In this

respect there is one more major difficulty, 'namely that the schools involved

in the experiment at this moment are not representative of the Dutch educational

secondary school system.*This disappointing situation is,caused by different

factors we shall sum up in the following:

S.

The vagueness of the main principles.

The principles, as we have been formulated in par. 1.1. were not operationalized.

Thia was partly due to the fact that there was no agreement between the different

intesest groups. rrhe Innovatory Committee was given the task to eOrmulate,

directions for the 'schools, how to give the main principles a concrete form;

These directions were also very vague., There had never been a discussion

about the means by which the principles could be attained/ for ex.ample:

what kind of curriculuff shouldbe developed, what kind of schoolorganization

can provide a curriculum and, which educational process is more democrat±c and
. . .

emancipatory, what kind bf differentiation is suitabele for comprehensive

schools.

Consequently, the schools starting off on the'same principles, went into

different directions (ELM, 1982).

7 -
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- The innovation history of the school.

The schools were, given the opportunity to apply for partiOipation in the

experiment (Creemers, red, 1977). The *inovation Committee made a Selection

of the schools using criteria, as representativenes (different denominations,.

types and counties). As a result of this the schools iriVolved in the experiment

are Efferent in their pedagogical ideas, their opi!riions about comprehensive

education, curricula and organization of the school.'

of these differcnce are based on educatidnal experiences-prior to tne

f,,mprenensive school. experiment. For almost e3ery school the experiment

con.-1,tituted apospbility to get more facilities (fUnds, support) to continue

tsoir own development.

.The sup;-,ort on the national level.

KThe strategy was intended to enlarge professional skills in Schools. Tesides,

there would be a support system for curriculum dwelepment and guidance of

the Capge processes within the school. But at-the start of the experiment

the supporting system was not capable of-, fullfil ng its task.

In some ca,ctes, as in the case of curriculum development, there was no support

at all. Gradually, the support system was organized but remained relatively
1/4 /

outside of what was going on in the schools.

- The dominating positionof the schools.

The pa'rticipation o the schools was eCessal-y to give form ;o the idea

and principles of comprehensive education. As the principles and the guidelines

for the develomental process were very vague and the support for the experiment

cams too late and remained fragmentary, the schools went on with their own

developments and got a central,part in the experimetil as promised by the

Innovation Committee. During the experimenttbe sctoels stressed time and

rain that they .alone must give the comprehenaivescheol its concrete farm:

As there was no alternative there was no clear opposition against this
.
poirit

of

. Political and social support for the comprehensive school.

Am mentioned before the political scene changed peveral times and consequently
414

\

the impetus for the comprehensive school. Connected with the diminishing

political preference thepasis for comprehensive education in society has
4

become smaller since 1975 and many people, especially in teacher unions of

general secondary and grammar school education, were strongly against it and

12 4
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a
stayed that way. The weekly of the teacher union'W.O.L.)'invo1As a lot, of

articles, statements and one sided views and summarios'Ibf education research

(Tromp, 1981). This led to air isolatiofi of comprehensive education in society.

Their argumentiC.aro:toelittle attention for good students, not every pupil
,

is the same, impossible 'to develop, impossible to implement by teachers.

2. TAUCATIONAL'RESEARCH AND EVALUATION IN WE INNOVATION PROCESS

2.1. FUNCTION'OF RESEARCH

'

4 14*hare are different models,for policy making (pyre rationality model,
--.

decisionmaking as problem solving, splitting up the total'decision task,

noromontalisScneerens, 19e1):, most of them are varianii of the pure

later on,, on whic re,,4

'.

n political decisions can be based. One function of search
'..

14.
rationality model. There should be a lot of information, immediatel or

s'

'IS to provUe the public policy maker with information on which decisions

can c-ca 4440Purthermore because the process of giving the comprehensive
,.

4

-

4-
.

y
chhool its concrete form, started off from scratch, information is'needed-4 _.

.

,,; ,to zolve
'probl

-ilithin the developmental process (formative evaluation).
.

lais means 'Aat....fesearch has different functions in policy-making such as:

initiative, trumentalism and legitimisation.
.4 At, r

.

Th4L ls of r earch in,pArforming these functions are: description o the
4,. .

situation, explanation of the phenomena and evaluation of What is going on.,
i

04 top oe'these goalsq.ption-research is directed to
,

contribute to the

innovative process (Leune, 1981). .

.
.

Ex'dept for this polieS,Loriented research at the start of the innovative
NN

brocess,,two other types of research. are distinguished:
I-

.4
.

i , ifo .

i

1. School oriented research (practitioner oriented research) should provide

individual schools with:information that they can use within their experitheni
,

tal process: development of programs, organization of.the class, the school,
o.

teacher-pupil interaction, guidance of pupils and. so%on;
...

i 2. topic-oriented, research chpuldlitive informationTo-lioth schools and
0 1 .

.

(
more central level- (administration, Innovatory Committee) a:boul the _ .

speciic2topics, for example: developmental proces, internal organization,..
,..

forms Of differentiation and so on (hens, Van den Berg, 19 ) . .,

I

"A, :/
,..
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40 With respect to the decision of Parliament at the start of the experiment,

research should be evaluative to provide information for the final decision

on comprehensivel education at a national level.
.4)

Within evaluation there are several possibilities to make comparisons
... .

:.(Raschert' , 1975). . .

,

a. Comparison of the actual situation within the school with its own

innovative history; .

... b. comparison of different experimental schools;
.

C. comparison of experimental schools with ordinary schools;

d

)11.

: comparison of experimental schools with the.principles of the comp ehensive

0 od-,cation.

At first researc,was oriented to the first two levels of comparison. Later

on in she experimental process- the two other levels of comparison would be

introluCed, especially with respect tiAthe implementation of the comprehensive

school in the ordinary school system.
4

41 Looking at these levels of comparison and,the different orientations of

rcserch, o4e can imagine that this leads to a huge program for research

within an innovation process.

Research should provide a description of what is going on (input, flow and

output of comprehensive education). Research 'should be evaluativelthould

contribute' to- the developmental process and, last but not least, topic

oriented.research should contribute to educational'theory about comprehensive

education, differentiation, school organization and so on.

41 The idea behind all this was that even in the development of comprehensive

education,-based on a normative orientation (ideal of equal opportunities-)

the change should be made on more or less rational basis within schools and

on a more central level (Innovatory Committedkadministration) and finally

40 in more political decisions'in parliament.

The decision on the research program and research progects within the

experimental process was finally- made by the Minister.of Education. Following

orfyinoi7ram shows the'relationship between the various units involved in

deciVion making processes on research (Scheeren,.1981).
I s
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DrInister

of

Education

Coor'inatirir

Unit

I.C.

SchOols

PAC SVO

Research,

Institutes

"Coordination Unit" - institute, foundation or committee that coordinptes

the,nctivities of schools participating in the experiment.

- Innovatory Committee

P.A.C. - Program Advisory Cdmmitt,ee)(these committees d,velop general

research programs). .

S.V.O. - Foundation of Educational Research

p

The Program Advisory Committee is set up by thaVinister of Education, and

reports directly to him. It is composed of independent experts, field

rdpresentatives and observers from.theInnovatory Committee, SVO and the
.

Depaxtiment of Education. Its task is to develop a general research program

and to advise on the "policy-relevance " of specific research proposals

developed within the general research program.

Within the context of research on innovatory programs, SV,0 acts as "mandated

supervisor" to the inttitutes--that.,-caramy--out-the-actual-researoh-prejecte,

NO also eiercices process control over the ongoing research projects and`

advises the Minister on the allocation of research funds, for which pur-
As.t.

/rpo:;e it employs the service of external experts.

The Innovatory Committee advises the Minister of Education both on the general 1

research programs developed by the PAC and.on.research proposals.
. .

In each sector (here: comprehensive school) thei.'e ate different kinds of units

which coordinate the actiffities'of experimental schools.-
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In the case of t'he.comprehensive school this is a fairly loosely structured

committee, consist of reprklentatives from schools, the Department of

.;Mutation and the Innovatory Committee.

For the experimental schools taking part in the comprehensive school

experitheni4pbeth budget and program control are exercised by the Y:inister
,s

of Diucation: Tie work of the various 'research institutes, involved in the
4

poli6yoricnted research in question, is supervised by S70; SV0 also exercises

' "mandated" buaget control.

2.2. CESEARCH IN-,REALITY

Thr, '.,-.;mora.r.Thlm"Contours of future education in the 'Netherlands" on which

he development of the comprehensive school swtem i3 based suggests that there

1.s a lot of iata and information about comprehensive education. In our opinion

that:iS!lot quite true, but even if there is a lot of evidence, we did not

rain advantage from .the infor uion thatswas available on comprehensive
.

education. Not in political deo ion maklng, not in the developmental process,
%

not in the educational support system within the'innovatory process and so on.

Perhaps this was the first violation of the pure rationality model in het

experintal process of the comprehensive school. A lot'8f violations followed.
a -

The e5cperimental-process started when there was no research at all. After a

qperiod of time our Research Institute in the Northern part of the Netherlands
, .

was asked to make a description of the starting situation in the schools in

volved in the experiment. At that time no program advisory committee,existed,

whicA:ceuld criticize a research program and research proposals. We prepared

the re.search project and took into consideration the main principles of com

prehensive education and the guidelines for the developmental process, and

made aeTroposal that in our opinion could serve the central level and the

schools.and which was to provide not only descriptive information but also 4

form L'basis for,evaluation and decision making later on. Because there were

no clearly defined research questions, we started with an almost endless

4eliberation with sehools7 Innovatory Committee and Department of Education

about variabLes,,topics and instruments.

'But we have had a lot of quarrels with'several schools about the research

questitns, the research process and finally about the research reports. The

orgahirations on a central level denied that the information was,:useful for
I

thoir'purposes and,so did the schools.
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Imre:nate results of these quarrels were, firstly, that a clear distinc' on

in research ioroL-ramming between policy oriented research and school pry, uitioner

oriented research was made and that within the policy oriented research

priority was given to a 4escriptkon of the innovative situation with'in

schools; This, policy oriented research should give more information ago

the 'state o: affairs.

In our opinion a lot of organizations, for example the innovatory Commi ee

and some .schools were afraid' of the evaluative information of that firs'

`re'sea,rch project. (Some concluSions in that report (1977): thAe is a 1

of pro:ci.ssionalftm within schools, lack o'f support, only a special group of

stugents goes tot.comprehensive'schools, the developmental process wi thi the

school's is based on their own innovation history and it is doubtful whe .er

,-:wt process will lead to the comprehensive education (Creemers, a.6., 977).

Due to lack of money only two schools oriented researchers could be retained

who carried out research in a few experimental schools. Though their wok

'should contribute to all experimental schools it is not always so. When the

structure! watp set up for the development of the research program and t

research propo4als'it became obvious that a lot of interest groups and orga-

nizLitions nod-influence on the for:ululation of the program and research ,questions.

As result of this there is a lot of negotiation between the different orga-

niftations a4ut research proposals. Different organizations involved in the

innovative process had different options in reeDeat to research. '

The n.nistryOf Education, at least the administratieve part of it, was

only interested in the tiescription of the situation. For the Innovatory

Committee the main task of research was description and legitimation of what

the innovatory Committee had done, especially in the period of the central

right governMent. It was obvious that what they did aot,want was evaluative
Cm

research, perhaps- because they were afraid 6f the results.

The-Foundation of Educational Research, which mandated research, requested

exctdlent research designs, quantitive methods for evaluation (which others,

did not want); if possible a contribution to educational theory; in fact .

almost the oppodite of what the Innovatory C ommittee and the Minister of

Education wanted.,

The schools in the innovatory process wanted support for their own experimeh-
.

tal process., In their opinion they had to develop the comprehensive education

and in their opihion-they were the most vulnerable part in the experimental

- 13 17



As can be observed most of the research projects can be cnaracteri'zel as

descriptive stulies foroshadoing when interpreted in, a kind way, a
general evaluation plan.

Perhaps now a new situation arises in the presentation of the memorandum

of the continued basic education. When we look at the 'past we have to conclude

that:

After a lot of plans and idea; about research and evaluation in thd

in Oratory process only a little bit of research is carried out, mostly

tescriptive studies and no-forrative evaluation. A lot Of research is only

f-o-,.ssei on the enterinj behaviour of'pupils and the opinions of their

_nts about comprehensive education. We have little information about

',omprcher.:31ve edlication itself during the three years followinF7 the

ilz entrance in the school. In our opinion the research is situate

r 7ar,....in.-3 of the innovative process.

In 0:-linlon the quality of recearc poorcr.,har1 have been.

More was no systematic research, no standardized tests, no standardized

intrlii,zence tests and
s

aptitude scales because schools and others were

opposed to these with the argument, that there should be. different education

with different goals and therefore the existing' tests di:Not fit.

Thee were too little direct obsprvations; at .that time the teachers formed

the main.source of data.
A

As Scheerens mentioned tner i andrideological clash betwe'en the dominant

normative orientation of teachers and the technical rationality associated

in particular research procedures (Scbeerens, 1981, p. 29).

Finally, in our opinion the influence of schools and other parties was too

in the formulation of the final report when it was discussed with them

before publication.

- The usefulness of research for different audiences was rather small.

That is w16..t we have concluded, with utmost reserve.

Scheerens has carried out some interviews with.governmenial officials,

teachers and members of the, Innovatory Committee. Asked about the usefulness

A of the research projects mostiof the interviewees responded negatively.

This is striking, as the rerYeach design and what was going on actually in

the research projects was a result of the negotiating process with all-these

people and. yet afterwards they disagreed with the results! They had

different reasons and on top of these reasons research itself had anothei

in

reason; the quality of khe research.
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2,3: SO !,..E REASONS FOR THE LITTLE'IRPACT

Between the lines we have mentioned above some reasons for the little ivpact

of research the process of experimentation and political dec.isi.on making.

We will sum.mE4rize them in the following:

The reality of rational decision me:king leads to evaluative anxiety in

organizations and persons involved in the experimental process, especially

wLen this i7 connected with a strategy which not clearly defines the goals

anl :reans of the innovative process and the fanctions of different organi

ti-_,ns involved in the experimental process;

in 4'act, in the innovative strategy used, there is no room for research
,

hl... 7:ts own qualities. Especially the place of the schools-in the strategy

leafs to objections and oppositions against research;

most of the time tl-ie results of research came too late. That was not oirly

t:e responsibility of researchers ,but mostly of other participants in the

innovative process;

looking at almost everything involved in the innovation process,

research has lost its own objectives, Reseachers have to do good.research,. yr

using their own professional orientation, formulating good research questions,

making good designs afd using or developing good instruments;

5. there is a discrepancy between Centralized policy making and bottomup

change strategies. Perhaps research is a victim of an unsuccessful combination

of a centralized and, at the same time, decentralized innovative process;

6. expecting immediate and'useful results of research and making research

programs in the negotiation process guided by this expectation.and, also the

-researchers conviction that, acting accordingly, the contribution of ed cational

research to educational practice leads in fact to poor quality of rese ch that

confirm everybody's ideas about the innovative process, its own contribution
,._

to it ancrthe Zrto flattering opinions aboutleducationalresarch.

41
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j. IMPROVEMENT OF THE DTACT _OF EDITSAITIONAL RESEARCH

COFriir-IONS AND SOME RE*COMMENDATI6PS

3.1. POLITICAL DECISION MAKING':AND, CHANGE STRATEGIES

With respect to education tWpolitical system in the Netherlands

centralized. This means, that the government provides ;Loney for edcation

and sets up standards for education, not only for public schools,but for

the pri7ate schools for different denominations, too. Within the framework.

of these standards, whicli'contain.the educational structure, the goals that

havc to be achieved by education, by. schools, public and private as well,..

the s,chools.can work education in their own way. There, are, in- our

orinion, several -good reasons for .this centralized system: the Netherlands

are relatively small, one avoids extreme differences between private and

Tublic schools ancl, most of all, education is so 4mportant that it has to

be in the continuous care of the government. Several discussion memorandums,
1F

for example "Contours of the future education in the Netherlands" show that

the government takes its role and function concerning education seriously.

As we 'have mentioned before there is a lot of dis'aP-reement on the value of

the coals and structure: of the present educational system and the main

principles of educational innovation.

In essence this discussion is a political one, though a lot of different

interest groups quarrel about these topics. Educational research plays ta,

small part in the discussion. Different opponents make use of the research

results for theiTwown purposes. As we have seen before, formulation of a

research program and of research queetions is quite difficult in such a

situation.

For the implementation of-educational innovation it it not necessary to

wait for the consensus of opon in the society. But it has to be clear who

states the research question and who is interested'in the research results.

Educational research, cannot be the negotiator between different interest

groups..
Even though it is n necessary to wait for a consensus, actual implemen

.

0

4%4
*- .-:.

tati ires a relatively stable government,on of educational innovation requ 7

especially in the situation of'the comprehensive school, where there is
ow- .

an enormous disagreemerit.
J A
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41 The innovation of primary education, the so called basic education for 4

to 12 year olds, is being carried out likewise by different governments.

In literature different strategies are available for educational innovation.

and J.L.).eir:nation (implementation and adoption): Well known is the R.D.D.

-trategy on which a lot of educational innovation in the United States and

the :lefherlands is based. When this strategy is practizdd rigidly,, results

are '..1.1sappo1nting, especially in the disseminatiA phase. Therefore new

strategies emerged, such as the problem solving strategy and more bottom,

:;trategies for educational innovatidOne more reason for this kind

of ztrategies was the ideal in the Netherlands to go back to the basis,

the ir_mocratization of education in development, practice,and government

thr:school.

In trio innovation of primary and secondary education the Innovatory Committee
.

tried Aake a combination' of R.D.R., topdown and, bottomup strategies.

In tne case of the comprehensive school it dit not succeed. As showed earlier
,r

tne bottomup strategy prevailed over a more R.D.D. strategy.

41 As we have mentioned befue vm have serious problems with the stAategy used

in the development of the Dutch comprehensive school. All in, we suppose

that a flexible form of R.D.D. can be used in educational innovation in a

situation as in the' Netherlands. The intentions of that model are that better

41 .use can be made of profeSsional knowledge in each level (research, development

and teaching) and that everybody contributes to the educational innovation.

Flexible means that research, development, implementation and dissimination

are not separate.activities but activities'lthat can be combined within the

40 different activities several professional experiences are combined/too.

This is efficient in terms of ,money, manpower and time.

In our opinion, 'with respect.to education, there is a discrepancy between
%

the centralized political system and bottomup strategieS. A solution has to
41

be found for the problem.of the discrepancy between central guidelines for

the development of education and its operationalization in schools. On the

other hand the bottomup.strategy is very inefficient, costs a lot of money)

tends to ignore professional 'support and furthermore implementation in other

schools does not succeed.

Educational research and evaluation can be a victim of tlis discrepancy

when it gets Remands from both or even more sides, as we have mentioned

before. The central government wants a summative evaluation but cannot

18 22
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formulate theguidelines, the goales, the'criteria this kind of evaluation

should be based on. On the other hand it neglects research reports that

contain more formative evaluation of what ie going on in different schools.

The individual school wants support far its Own developmental process and

neglects at the same time the contribution of its own developmental process

to the national educational development. In that case educational research,

doesn't want to limit itself to one particular situation, does not fit.

In centralized tolitiC'al systems, schoolbased development one does not fit;

have to build a relationship between this schoolbased c ange'and what.isv

roin,- on on a.centrallevei. When a political system, is more decentralized,\
o.,

as in the United States, more bottom-up strategies will be suitable.

Research israinly connected with what i.s going on in schools by means of

formative evaluation. The question is whether more sutmative kinds of

eval-4ation could beused to give the gover,nment more insight into what is

f
?tapponing into successes and failures.

If thi4) problem of the discrepanCy, between the government and the
.

concretization of innovation can be solved in a more flexible RDD-model,

educational research and evaluation will be able to 'contribute to a More

central innovation of the whole educational system and developmental

sa.

-processes in individual schools as well, providing information about the

concretization of innovative ideas on both levels separately and ina

relationship with each other.

3.2. FUNCTION OF THE RESEARCH

As we have scen educational research with respect ttio'the development of the
4

Dutch comprehensive school plays a role of minor importance in (political)

decision making. This is not particularly so in this innovation process, but

0 a lot of publications are about its dissappointing role. These publications

contain proposals on how to increase the role of educational 'research

(Cideonson, Haberlin, 1970). In the case of the comprehensive educational

experiment several improvements can be made. *

1. In order to change the conditions we need more insight into political

(recision making, for example using experiences' gakhered during the

coMprehensive schoOl experiment. Ina careful analysis of the decision

making processes(the decision points, the criteria, the information needed -



o.on, can be found. After that the relationship between . research and
I .

ion making can be improved.

decision has to be made whether or not research is suitable in

ocular situations. It is not necessarily the task of research to !gather

the clinions of people such as interest groups, teachers, parents, pupils,
1 N

4' the "employers and employees. The discussion in society on which-politicai

lecisions can be based is sometimes-started by edilcational research but

,mostly by journals, opinionpapers and so on. Educational research or

41 cpinLonresearch can sometimes contribute to this discussion by providing

more Objective information.
42,

3. formative evaluation can contribute to the developmental process on

different levels, especially in bottom-up strategies, but also in Lop-down

41 strategies.

Researcl-t provides abasis for rational decision making within the schools

ani provides the government with information,on which decisions can be based.

Furthermore we get inforMation on the conditions, processes and results in

40 the experimentation process which can be used in the dissemination of the

educational innovation. Later on in the experimentation process more

summatidre evaluation can be introduced. But some discrepancy between'

summative evaluation and bottom-up strategies will remain.

40 . 4. By means of a mitigated flexible RDD-strategy rationality can improve

political decisidh making; results of educational research, _including

summative evaluation, havq, a better chance to contribute to it.

5. Our experiences in the comprehensive education experiment point out that

41 sometimes research is not necessary and that the same jab can be done On a

school levelby the principal, or school adminiStration and on a central

level by the,Ministry of Education. ,

6. We haVe pointed out that research runs the risk of playing lipserviCe to

40 different groups when there is a controversyncentral level versus school

fferent groups and so on).

inion educational research always, yfnd especially in such

ly controversial situations, has torbe critical, next to its other

already mentioned; its criticism bleingl related to these functions,

le. ,

level, d

In our o

politica

function

if possi

Critical

educati

educational research can show the advantages and disadvantages of
/

al innovation in terms of conditions, processes and outcomesl

-s
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This requires a relatively pure position of spcial science in society. In

this case educatiOnal resech has indeed an enlightning function (Weiss,

), debunking of ideas and opinions that are available insociety about

education. In the case of the comprehensive school this means that

educational research has to formulate its(own) research qu*stions, (own)

criteria, (own) goalscbased on the analysis of literature, what is going

of in society and in public policy. Research does not have to wait for the

whole process of goals and ideas to get its concrete form. Thi's
e
is what

40 research usually does, consequently having to provide alibis for the points

of view of all'parties involved and having to find arguments thatSlradict

t the -pinion that research has no use. When researchers do their own job

socicty will, listen to their arguments. We have one more argument supporting

that statement, based on researchin the comprehensive school. When we

carried out a second analysis on the material that we gathered in different

descriptive studies, we pointed out why the change strater failed, what

went wrong,n the developmental processes and change processes, and we put

0 forward suggestions for some changes in the innovative strategy. And we

have got an audience: public policy makers, journals and professionals in

education.

Even when policy pursues rational, decision making very often decisions are

not rational and then the function of research is a critical one, relatively

independent df the other4parties involved.

)le

Haren/ he Netherlands

March 4982
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